
PrefaeThe Forshungszentrum Dresden-Rossendorf (FZD) is a multidisiplinary researh entre andpart of the Wissenshafts-Gemeinshaft G. W. Leibniz (WGL), one of the German ageniesfor extra-university researh. FZD is ative in materials researh, in the life sienes andin environmental researh. The Institute of Radiation Physis (ISP for "Institut fürStrahlenphysik") within the FZD avails for its researh the oupling of radiation to matterin subatomi dimensions as well as to tissue, to ells, and to their omponents. Its researhin the �eld of Subatomi Physis is part of the FZD-program Struture of Matter andits investigations onerning the interation of Biostrutures and Radiation ontributeto the Life Siene program of the FZD. In this �eld the ISP exploits possibilities totransfer e�orts on experimental and theoretial tehniques from partile and nulear physisto projets in radiobiology and biophysis. Muh of this kind of interdisiplinary transfer isonneted to the Radiation Soure ELBE at the FZD. With its super-onduting aeleratorfor relativisti eletrons this large installation provides photons in the wide wavelength rangefrom fm to mm - i.e. bremsstrahlung for the investigation of photonulear proesses, hardX-rays for radio-biologial and other studies and infrared light from FEL's for researh on thestrutural dynamis of bio-moleules. The investigation of radiation-indued proesses notonly dominates the projets in nulear astrophysis as pursued at ELBE, it also is a entraltheme of the experimental and theoretial researh performed by the ISP in lose onnetionto the heavy ion synhrotron SIS and the upoming FAIR faility at Darmstadt. The AnnualReport presented here shows last year's progress as obtained at the ISP in these various �eldsand their interonnetions.Experiments performed at the high energy heavy-ion aelerators at GSI-FAIR observe theonsequenes of inreasing nulear density and theoretial onepts based thereon are animportant ingredient for the understanding of the Big Bang and other high density osmisenarios. This branh of hadron physis is one of the researh ativities in subatomi physisat the ISP. It studies the strong (nulear) interation in the nulear medium and espeially inhigh density phases of hadroni matter. As partner of the international HADES-CBM projetthe Institute is heavily involved in respetive experiments and also various theoretial researhat the ISP relates to these experiments.The experimental onditions at ELBE are very favourable for photon-indued proesses in theexitation energy range harateristi for the environments relevant to the osmi produtionof the hemial elements. This holds for the time shortly after the Big Bang when �rst nuleiare formed and it is espeially so for hot senarios in heavy stars, novae or super-novae wherethe formation of high-Z elements an take plae. As there the "p-proess" and thus photodisin-tegration beomes important, detailed experimental investigations on eletro-magneti dipolestrength distributions in various nulei near Z=40 and N=50 were performed. The analysis ispresently ongoing and a reliable parameterization of the strength is in view. It shall establishonlusive extrapolations to exoti nulei on the paths of the element prodution proesses.Using the photo-ativation tehnique interesting results were obtained for some nulides withpresently unexplained disrepanies to abundane preditions. First studies related to theR3B-LAND faility open the path towards the eletromagneti disintegration of radioativenulei whih will be available abundantly at FAIR. Compat bunhes of seondary neutrons,i.e. pulsed neutron beams in the MeV-range to be produed at ELBE, will also play a role inthis �eld as well as in basi nulear physis researh dediated to proesses of importane forfuture nulear power installations. Initiated by the ISP and the Safety Researh Institute (IfS)at FZD, ELBE o�ers new possibilities for studies related to the removal of radioative wasteby transmutation. 1



In its seond part this Report desribes the researh in the life sienes, mainly performed us-ing aelerator based tehnology. Coneptual design studies for the free eletron lasers (FEL)at ELBE inluding detailed investigations on transport and ontrol of the infrared (IR) andTHz beams have sine long been part of the work in the Institute. The ISP biophysis de-partment has onentrated on the use of IR radiation in the study of bio-moleular dynamisunder non-destrutive and native-like onditions. Fundamental aspets of the struture andonformational hanges of pharmaologially relevant reeptor proteins and of DNA play a keyrole in these investigations. Novel approahes using FEL pump and visible probe beams havebeen established to study the motion of the DNA bakbone. IR-studies on atinide-moleuleomplexes have been performed together with radio-hemists from the FZD-Institute IRC.In the past the ISP ontributed essentially to the �eld of tumour-onform radiotherapy byexploring on-line positron emission tomography. The suessful operation of a PET sannersimultaneously to the irradiation of tumours with heavy ion beams onsiderably improved thereliability and reproduibility of the radiation therapy with fast ions. This in-situ PET as de-veloped at the ISP has been shown to also allow the ontrol of irradiations performed with otherbeams like 3He and even photons, as shown by numerial and �rst experimental studies. Beamsfrom ELBE have been developed for another interesting �eld: Quasi-monohromati X-rays ofeasily variable energy as produed in eletron hanneling have been investigated systematiallyby varying thikness and orientation of the hannelling rystal. Thus, the studies of the ele-mentary proesses ausing radiation-indued ell damage an at ELBE now been transferredfrom X-ray tubes to a monohromati soure.The interation between di�erent sienti� �elds at the ISP has led to onsiderable synergye�ets, e.g. with respet to hardware for the experimental investigations or in the �eld ofomputer simulations needed for their interpretation. The transfer of information and expertisefrom the large international partile and nulear physis ommunities to the life sienes hasbeen ontinuously promoted by the ISP. Thus the Institute's speiality of ombining variousareas of researh reahing from laboratory studies on osmi proesses to the interation ofradiation with bio-strutures has ontributed essentially to its progress.This report douments the progress of the researh at the Institute of Radiation Physis mainlythrough two types of ontributions:1. Every PhD student (as well as some of the Diploma andidates) has inluded one or twopages representing the present status of her resp. his thesis work.2. From eah publiation whih appeared � or was submitted � in 2006 one or two �gures wereombined with some short text from the paper to generate a report.By this means the urrent status of researh is demonstrated without produing additionalgraphs or text.The sienti� ativities of the Institute have bene�ted from various support. We gratefullyaknowledge the lose and fruitful ollaboration with GSI/FAIR Darmstadt and with the Teh-nial University (TU) Dresden. These ontats and those to many other sienti� institutionsin Germany and abroad are of vital importane for the Institute. Spei� investigations weresubsidized by the Federal Ministry for Eduation and Researh (BMBF), the Saxon Ministryfor Siene and Art (SMWK), GSI Darmstadt and Forshungszentrum Jülih. We expressour gratitude to them as well as to the Deutshe Forshungs-Gemeinshaft (DFG) and to theEuropean Union (EU) for the support of various researh projets initiated by the Institute.
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CollaborationsHadron Physis
◦ HADES and CBM Collaborations:GSI Darmstadt FZDUniv. Frankfurt Univ. GiessenTU Münhen Univ. HeidelbergInst. of Physis Bratislava, Slovakia LNS Catania, ItalyLPC and Univ. Blaise Pasal Clermont, Frane Univ. of Cyprus, CyprusJagellonian Univ. Craow, Poland JINR Dubna, RussiaUniv. degli Studi di Milano, Italy ITEP Mosow, RussiaINR Mosow, Russia MEPhI Mosow, RussiaInst. de Physique Nuleaire d'Orsay, Frane Nulear Physis Inst. Rez, Czeh RepubliUniv. of Santiago de Compostela, Spain Univ. of Valenia, Spain
◦ We still bene�t from previous ontributions to other hadron experiments like KaoS, FOPI, COSY-TOF andCOSY-ANKE, from whih interesting results ome to publiation ontinuously.Nulear Physis
◦ GSI Darmstadt ◦ TU Dresden
◦ TU Dresden ◦ INRNE and Univ. So�a, Bulgaria
◦ TU Darmstadt ◦ Laboratorio di Gran Sasso, Italy
◦ GSI Darmstadt ◦ Charles Univ. Prague, Czeh Republi
◦ Univ. Köln ◦ Univ. of Notre Dame, USA
◦ Univ. Mihigan State ◦ Univ. of Washington at Seattle, USAEFNUDAT Collaboration (EU-I3), USAStrutural Dynamis of Biomoleules
◦ Rokefeller Univ., New York, USA ◦ MPI für Molekulare Physiologie, Dortmund
◦ Univ. Orenburg, Russia ◦ TU Dresden
◦ IITM, Chennai, India ◦ FU Berlin
◦ MPI für Zellbiologie und Genetik, Dresden ◦ LMU MünhenCell Radiobiology
◦ GSI Darmstadt ◦ PTB Braunshweig /BESSY II
◦ TU Dresden ◦ Univ. Göttingen
◦ OnoRay Dresden ◦ Humboldt Univ. Berlin
◦ Marie-Sklodowska-Curie Memorial Center of Onology, Gliwie, PolandIn-beam PET for Quality Assurane of Charged Hadron Therapy
◦ DKFZ Heidelberg
◦ Univ. Heidelberg
◦ GSI Darmstadt
◦ Soltan Inst. for Nulear Studies, Otwok Swierk, Poland
◦ MedAustron, Wiener Neustadt, Austria
◦ Atominst. der Österreihishen Univ. an der TU Wien, Austria
◦ Univ. Claude Bernard Lyon 1, Frane
◦ CERN, Genf, Switzerland
◦ Harvard Medial Shool, Boston, USA
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